The main screen- When Mapping Your City first opens up, it looks like this:

The **functionality toolbar** consists of six (6) tabs that each has a special set of tools. The tools to **pan, zoom and change the map scale** are found right below.

Click the orange box to open the search drop down. The arrow next to the search menu opens up an informational window on the left hand side of the screen.

You can also click the “Show Map Layers” button in the upper left hand corner to show map layers that you can click on and off.
To turn layers on and off, check the box next to the layer name.

Clicking the (+) sign next to the layer name will reveal all of the layers in that group.

To see how each layer is displayed on the map, click the layer symbol next to the layer.
As you start to type your search, a list of possible locations will appear. Once you have found the correct address, click the search button.

Clicking on the orange search button will bring up a drop down menu of types of searches you can perform.

PLEASE CLICK HERE TO DO YOUR SEARCH...
You can toggle between the property information found in your search, and the map layers using these two buttons.